OpenScape Cloud
Carrier-grade voice plus industry-leading social collaboration
in a single application, as a cloud service in any deployment model.
It’s a better approach to UCaaS.
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OpenScape
Cloud helps
you get work
done.
Our proven voice and social collaboration
service brings together everything teams
need to communicate in a single app - it’s
voice, video, screen share, chat, file sharing
and more.
It’s a flexible, cost effective, productivityenhancing communication and collaboration
solution, ready for the digital workplace.
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In one single integrated solution OpenScape
Cloud improves teamwork by bringing
native HD video, high-quality voice, screen
sharing, rich formatted textual messaging,
and file sharing together into a unified view.

No separate apps for collaborating. No
separate windows and tabs. Use your
phone, laptop, desktop or tablet, it’s all the
same to OpenScape Cloud. Everything is in
one place and shareable.

”Congratulations on bringing voice, UCaaS and the hybrid
world closer to the mainstream.”
John Mckindland
Head of Solutions at Nimans Ltd
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OpenScape Cloud
A new standard for UCaaS

OpenScape Cloud is a fully managed carrier-grade telephony service combined
with team collaboration for a scalable, flexible, user-focused solution. It helps
reduce capital investment and complexity while meeting the needs of today’s
mobile and social workers as a future proof platform for the digital workplace.

Carrier-grade voice features for all packages
(Option: Circuit uses WebRTC for a lower

cost voice option)

Storage (GB)
Max users per tenant
Concurrent sessions users

Essential

Team

Professional

Enterprise

Foundation level
communication and
collaboration

Cost-effective
solution with more
immersive meeting
capabilities

More inclusive
solution for larger
teams with recording
for all interaction
modes

Communication
and collaboration
with unlimited
conferencing and
support

Unlimited calling (IP)
Same experience across devices
Powerful collaboration tools
Call dial, accept, reject & drop
Personalized voicemail
Call journal
Call & consultative transfer
Conference & multi-party calling
Music on hold

Parallel ringing & alt. phone
One number service
Call-ID and SIP display name
Pull and push calls
Call hold & retrieve
Call restriction
Mute / Un-Mute & DTMF support
Call forwarding
OpenScape CP Phone support
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5

10

20

100

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited
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6

Unlimited

Unlimited

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dial-in meeting support

-

Meeting scheduling

-

•
•
•
•

Meeting recording

-

-

Moderation

-

-

•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure support

-

-

-

Screen-share annotations

-

-

-

Microsoft vCard Plug-In

•

Microsoft Outlook Calendar Plug-In

-

•
•

•
•

Multi-language support
Meeting guest access
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Standardized
cloud subscription

Connect to your
existing investment

OpenScape Cloud
OpenScape Voice + Circuit

Fully packaged UCaaS,
with carrier-grade voice
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Embed into your
application landscape

cPaaS
ATC

UTC

Unify PBX

Non Unify PBX

Any hybrid environment
with enterprise voice options

100% API

Service options for
large enterprises

OpenScape
Cloud Managed
Public, Hybrid,
Private (Virtual, Dedicated)

OpenScape Cloud +
managed services

OpenScape Cloud provides deployment choice,
whether public, hybrid or private.
The use of cloud services is a strategic decision
and how communication and collaboration fits
to your digital transformation strategy can be
complicated. OpenScape Cloud is available in all
deployment options – from public to private and
everything in between - we use cloud services to
fit your needs at your pace.

The real value is that regardless of how you want
to use hardware, software and talent - we can
accommodate it with OpenScape Cloud, so no rip
and replace – re-use existing technology, platforms
and software. Take your first steps into cloud –
however you need to shape your digital workplace
foundation, we can deliver.

And the business impact is real …
•

Reduce the cost and simplify the operation of your
communications infrastructure while improving
user adoption and satisfaction

•

Migrate your communications infrastructure flexibly
and cost-effectively – we provide the most elegant
and logical path to the cloud

•

Overlay and integrate next-generation team
collaboration on any existing infrastructure – your
investments are never stranded

•

Create a more agile, collaborative and productive
workforce

“Unify’s OpenScape Cloud offering delivers the right mix of
voice and collaboration features that users need, along with the
flexible deployment options that CIOs require.”
Elka Popova
Vice President Digital Transformation, Frost & Sullivan
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OpenScape Desk Phone CP Family
Working with frog design, a world renowned industry leader in product design, Unify has reinvented
the desk phone by combining a simplified user interface with relevant features to meet a broad set
of use cases in a compact family of devices. We’ve also made the desk phone do more with numerous
interoperability options including near field communication for auto-login, Bluetooth LE beacon support
for collecting and sharing information, and the unique opportunities Circuit and OpenScape Cloud
integration provides - your desk phone works harder with the HD audio quality you expect from Unify.

OpenScape Desk Phone CP600
Ideal for the collaborative workplace we’ve included numerous
interoperability capabilities.

OpenScape Desk Phone CP400
This mid-tier device brings a larger display with numerous
programmable keys, ideal for office and team environments.

OpenScape Desk Phone CP200
A feature rich, cost effective phone with superior audio quality.
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Circuit Meeting Room
Circuit Meeting Room brings together social collaboration, a local mini-PC and industry standard audio /
video components to fit lightly, yet powerfully, into meeting rooms. It brings conferencing, collaboration and
persistency together.
User friendly

Cost effective

Compact yet powerful

Once installed, Circuit Meeting
Room enables every user to
quickly and successfully conduct
audio/video conferences with
multiple participants in the
simplest way possible.

Our Circuit Meeting Room
solution combines a cloud service
together with industry standard
hardware for predictable and
reduced costs with low-touch
support requirements. It’s a winwin for users and IT managers.

Circuit Meeting Room combines
the Circuit software service with
a speaker phone, a video camera
and an HD monitor to meet
the needs of most meeting and
conference rooms.
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About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with over 110,000 employees in 73 countries and annual revenue of
over € 11 billion. European number one in Cloud, Cybersecurity and High-Performance Computing, the Group provides
end-to-end Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud, Big Data, Business Applications and Digital Workplace solutions. The group is the
Worldwide Information Technology Partner for the Olympic & Paralympic Games and operates under the brands Atos, Atos
Syntel, and Unify. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the CAC40 Paris stock index.
The purpose of Atos is to help design the future of the information technology space. Its expertise and services support the
development of knowledge, education as well as multicultural and pluralistic approaches to research that contribute to
scientific and technological excellence. Across the world, the group enables its customers, employees and collaborators, and
members of societies at large to live, work and develop sustainably and confidently in the information technology space.
Unify is the Atos brand for communication and collaboration solutions. At the core of the Atos Digital Workplace portfolio,
Unify technology enables organizations of all sizes to transform the way they collaborate, creating a more connected and
productive workforce which can dramatically improve team performance, individual engagement and business efficiency.
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